
Wasabi hot cloud storage is the industry’s most affordable 
and highest performing cloud storage service. Wasabi is 
80% cheaper and 6x the speed of alternative cloud storage 
services like Amazon S3. Specifically conceived to make 
cloud storage a commonplace utility like electricity, Wasabi 
hot cloud storage is easy to understand, easy to order and 
incredibly cost-effective to scale. With Wasabi there are no 
confusing cloud storage tiers to decipher and no complicated 
fee structures to decode. Engineered for extreme data integrity 
and security, Wasabi provides eleven 9s object durability and 
supports configurable data immutability to protect against 
accidental deletions, ransomware and viruses, and to ensure 
regulatory compliance. A parallelized architecture lets you 
rapidly move large datasets in and out of the cloud.
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BlackPearl® Converged Storage System solutions allow 
data to move seamlessly into disk, tape and cloud storage 
in a way not previously possible. To meet the demands of 
exponential data growth and long-term retention, BlackPearl 
enables users to easily store large datasets forever at virtually 
no cost. BlackPearl combines multiple standard interfaces 
and storage targets into a simple and affordable solution 
designed for diverse workflows. Very user friendly, BlackPearl 
is the ideal solution to help you organize and manage data. 
BlackPearl enables users to deploy a tiered storage strategy 
that is cost effective, easy to manage and scalable to exa-
bytes of data. With BlackPearl’s simple RESTful Spectra S3 
interface, organizations will confidently store all of their data 
forever at costs as low as pennies per gigabyte.

Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage Spectra BlackPearl Converged Storage System

Spectra Logic’s BlackPearl and Wasabi’s Hot Cloud Storage deliver the  
hottest hybrid cloud storage solution available today

KEY FEATURES 

• Instantly scalable hybrid  
 storage for any workflow  
• Affordable end-to-end tiered 
 storage solution 
• Inexpensive and reliable 
 secondary storage for backup 
 and recovery 
• Durable storage for archival  
 and compliance needs 
• Seamless integration and 
 operation 

Instantly scalable hybrid storage aligns costs with data value. Data growth is spiraling out of control, creating operational and 
financial challenges for many IT organizations. Conventional onsite storage platforms and first-generation cloud storage services 
are too expensive and complicated to scale and manage. Wasabi has partnered with Spectra Logic to help businesses reduce 
storage cost and complexity. Wasabi hot cloud storage is incredibly affordable and delivers fast cloud object storage for any 
purpose. And Spectra BlackPearl combines diverse storage targets and technologies into a converged storage system for greater 
resiliency and efficiency. The tightly integrated solution lets you blend onsite and cloud-based resources to form an instantly  
scalable hybrid storage pool for ultimate flexibility, performance and economics.

Spectra BlackPearl and Wasabi Solution Overview


